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ETFs see more action

The popularity of exchange-traded funds (ETFs) has
been driven mainly by their simplicity, transparency and
low-cost passive characteristics. As the industry develops,
ETF providers have begun to take a more active
approach. But is this a contradiction in terms?
In the United States, there are ETFs that are

outrightly active in their approach, with fund managers
picking stocks and taking bets. In this Funds Europe

ETF report, we explore the different facets of this process.
So far in Europe, such blatantly active vehicles have not been brought to the

market, though providers are starting to take steps in this direction, as observed
with the creation of quasi-active ETFs.
There has been a rise in ETFs tracking enhanced indices. This means that the

index the ETF tracks has been modified to produce better performance.
Also, in the realm of commodities and volatility where managers will invest

through the futures market, providers have launched so-called “optimised”
products. Without this optimisation, these ETFs run the risk of underperforming
and increasing their tracking error.
Providers offering such funds say they will move the exposure between short

and long-term futures contracts to try and minimise the impact of the roll-cost,
which is inevitable when investing in the futures market.
But is this approach too active for an ETF, or perhaps, not active enough? It

seems that the definition of what is active or not in the ETF world has still to be
decided, at least in Europe.
There is also another word that needs defining in the ETF market: institution.

When we hear that most ETFs are owned by “institutions”, we think of pension
funds. But in reality, pension funds hold only a small portion of ETF assets while
the bulk is held by the fund and wealth management community. And although
this is starting to change, there is a long way to go before pension funds are
majority stakeholders of the European ETF industry.
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CLIENT BASE

Mistaken identity

6

In the exchange-traded funds world,
traditional client classifications take on new
meanings. When one thinks of “institutional”
clients, pension funds are the first investors that
spring to mind. But although ETF clients in
Europe are mainly institutional, one would be
sorely mistaken to think that these client books
are teeming with pension funds.
What can be classed as institutional money
in ETFs actually refers to investments by
fund managers themselves and wealth
managers managing money on behalf of high
net worth individuals.
As Farley Thomas, head of ETFs, at HSBC,
says: “It’s difficult to use definitions from
traditional asset management when talking
about clients in ETFs.”
But anyone not closely linked to the ETF
industry would not be aware of this. David
Gardner, iShares head of sales Emea at
BlackRock, says: “Within the ETF industry, it is
well understood what the institutional tag
means, but once you step out of the ETF world,
there are definitely misunderstandings.”
Vin Bhattacharjee, head of Emea
intermediary business at State Street Global
Advisors (SSGA) says: “The word institutional
is very overused in the ETF industry.”
Daniele Tohme Adet, head of ETFs and
indexed funds development at BNP Paribas
Asset Management, agrees: “What we call
institutional is not the ‘real’ institutional
classification we use in asset management.
That’s because it’s mostly asset managers
themselves who use these vehicles.”
Therefore, it stands to reason that there are
some grey areas in the perception of who uses
ETFs in Europe.

People from other parts of the asset
management industry must, therefore, be aware
that when it comes to ETFs, “everyone who is
not a retail investor is an institutional client”,
says Thorsten Michalik, head of db x-trackers.
Gardner calls them “professional investors”
while Thomas splits ETF clients into three
segments – the trading community, that is, the
fund managers using ETFs instead of cash, for
example, the wealth managers and fund of
funds, and the retail market.
Thomas says one could classify the trading
portion and the wealth management portion of
assets under management in ETFs as
institutional but overall “the institutional label
for ETFs is not very useful”.
And the tag even causes confusion at the
user level. “Even fund managers don’t
understand that the term institutional in

‘Within the ETF
industry, it is well

understood what the
institutional tag means,

but once you step out
of the ETF world, there

are definitely
misunderstandings’

ETF providers often say their clients are ‘mostly
institutional’. But what does this actually mean?
Angele Spiteri Paris looks at customer classifications
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relation to ETFs is different from what they call
institutional,” says Gardner.
Although there are no statistics for the
European ETF market according to client
type, Thomas says: “The greatest contributor
to volumes in the market is the trading
community [fund managers and hedge
funds], while the wealth management
clients form the largest portion of the assets
under management.”
Gardner agrees: “The majority of the
business, 60% to 80%, currently sits with
investors such as fund managers and insurers.”
The picture is the same at BNP Paribas.
Tohmé-Adet agrees: “In Europe, ETFs are
widely used for asset allocation and the largest
asset allocators are fund managers.”

Current and future
But the likelihood is that, going forward, wealth
managers will plough substantial flows into
ETFs. Gardner says: “The wealth market will
be a large driver for growth.”
And Thomas agrees: “The wealth
management contribution to ETF AuM will
expand significantly. This space will be a big
growth engine for ETFs in Europe.”
The reasoning behind this prediction is that
the investing community is seeking greater
levels of financial advice. And as a result, the
wealth managers will make greater use of ETFs
due to their convenience and cost-efficiency.
Gardner says: “The role of the advisor is
going to become more important and, since a
large portion of the investment market in
Europe will be intermediated, we will see
increased use of ETFs.”
Bhattacharjee says: “The intermediary
segment is set to grow rapidly over the next two
to three years.” According to SSGA’s client
classifications, this sector includes any
financial institution that invests on others’
behalf – therefore, any player that needs to
raise money from third parties before they can
make any investments.
Michalik says: “Private banks will be an
increasingly important client segment for ETFs
because many clients want a cost-efficient
product that gives exposure to all markets.”
Michalik also explains that insurance
companies could have a larger stake in the ETF
AuM, particularly in certain countries. “In
Germany, the rules were recently changed
allowing insurance companies to hold up to 5%
in commodities. Therefore, they will now be
able to invest in ETF products that directly
track commodities indices,” he says.
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Dan Draper, global head of ETFs at Credit
Suisse, agrees that insurance companies will
also be a client segment of growing importance
for ETF providers. “From an efficiency and
resource perspective, it’s better for insurance
companies to manage money on a top-down
basis and make use of instruments like ETFs
to implement their asset allocation decisions,”
he says.
According to Draper, investors taking a top-
down approach to investment are and will
continue to be key clients. “Those institutions
that are top-down asset allocators, such as
traditional long-only fund of funds, are
becoming more global and are moving very
quickly into ETFs.”

Pension funds
There has been a lot of talk about pension
funds using ETFs. At present, there is little
evidence of widespread use by this client
base. Yet the industry continues to trudge on
and try and increase ETF penetration among
pension funds.
But is this a battle in vain? Some think so.
“Real institutional investors, such as pensions
funds, are not interested in ETFs,” says Tohmé-
Adet. “For these clients, ETFs are not cheaper
than traditional index funds institutional share
classes or mandates.”
Due to their size, large pension funds can
negotiate better deals on the fees they pay

managers to run a segregated mandate offering
passive exposure. Also, if they chose to invest
via the traditional indexed fund route they
would fall into the institutional share class,
which commands a much lower fee than the
retail share class.
Draper says: “Pension funds have not been
large users of ETFs because they have cheaper
access to long-term traditional index funds.”
However, Draper says: “Pension funds that
have a tactical overlay are starting to use ETFs
in their satellite portfolios.”
Gardner also says this type of usage on the
rise. “The utilisation of ETFs on behalf of
pension funds will increase for tactical exposure
only.” He says it is still very early days and one
cannot predict whether this will change anytime
in the future.
Thomas adds: “Asset allocation models
will have to change for pension funds to allocate
to ETFs.”
Ultimately, one has to wonder, does it
matter to ETF providers where their clients
come from?
Bhattacharjee says: “It doesn’t really matter.
Each client group has different characteristics
so one needs to be aware of these.”
Michalik says: “It’s important to not depend
on just one client base, but given the diversify
and variety of ETFs, I believe there will
always be demand for them from one client
segment or other.” fe

‘The role of the
advisor is going to

become more important
and, since a large

portion of the
investment market in

Europe will be
intermediated, we

will see increased use
of ETFs’
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TRACKING ERROR

When the worm turns

10

In the past three years, some of the innovative
financial products that once sat like tasty fruit in
a provider’s shop window turned rotten.
Liquidity funds were a case in point when some
of them were found to invest in highly risky
assets related to the sub-prime mortgage market
rather than just putting their money into safe
bank accounts that offered good rates of
interest with easy access.

The gremlins of complexity and opacity –
which are sometimes conflated and confused
with “innovation” – were largely to blame for
tarnishing certain financial packages.

ETFs have come through the crisis intact, but
the scrutiny of them has increased more or less
in line with the outlandish growth of the
European product offering.

Investors are taking no chances and an
outwardly simple and straightforward product
needs to be dissected relentlessly, it seems, for
possible hidden nasties within, such as
counterparty risk.

Closer attention
Another concern for ETF users is tracking error,
which is the difference between the ETF’s
performance and the return from the underlying
index that it passively tracks. Research by Edhec
Risk Institute found that the percentage of ETF
users who employ more advanced ways to
measure tracking error is growing. In 2009, 13%
of respondents to an Edhec survey used more
advanced measures of tracking error, while in
2010, 24% of respondents did so.

The numbers are statistically significant,
Edhec says, and suggest investors are paying
closer attention to ETF tracking error.

The importance of tracking error is that it
reflects the overall quality of an ETF, says
Matthieu Guignard, head of ETF product
development at Amundi, the eighth largest
provider in Europe.

“There can sometimes be large differences
in the returns between different products,
issuers and replication methods compared

with the indices they are meant to track.”
ETFs based on the Euro Stoxx 50 index

experienced tracking error ranging from 2.27
(Source’s Euro Stoxx 50 ETF) to 5.87 (State
Street’s SPDR Stoxx Europe 50). (See table).

The Morningstar table also shows that
there can even be differences in tracking
error between products based on the same
index from the same provider. The Source Euro
Stoxx 50 Distributing ETF had a tracking error
of 3.19.

The distribution of dividends in equity ETFs
can be a cause of tracking error known as “cash
drag”. The index value will reflect full dividend
reinvestment, but ETFs that do not re-invest
dividends will have this non-performing cash
drag their returns.

“There are two types of index for equity
ETFs: a total return index, which re-invests
dividends on a daily basis; and a price return
index, which keeps dividends in cash funds not
exposed to the index,” says Guignard.

It has to be noted that tracking error is not an
automatic guide to returns. Source’s ETFs –
whether with the higher or lower tracking error
– did not produce the highest returns of the
peer group.

Manooj Mistry, UK head of db-x trackers,
the third largest ETF provider in Europe, says
the amount of duplicate products in Europe

‘The high-yield ETF is
very liquid. Tracking
error is very tight’

There is evidence of a greater focus on exchange traded funds’ tracking error.
Nick Fitzpatrick considers how some ETFs may be less faithful to the index
return than others
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gives the issue of tracking error importance.
However, he says it is more necessary to focus
on the total cost of ownership. This is the
spread between buying and selling an ETF
coupled with the tracking effect and
performance net of fees.

“Some products might have a low TER [total
expense ratio] but their tracking error may be
higher than other ETFs and conceals the
benefits of a low fee,” says Mistry.

Construction
Found within the tracking error debate is the
ongoing issue of index replication, or how an
ETF is constructed. It boils down to which type
of ETF – those that use swaps to track an index,
or those that build an index from real securities
– are the most efficient.

Swaps providers argue that their method is
more efficient because swaps are more liquid.
Liquidity is an issue with some products, such as

those based on emerging market indices. For
example, when an index needs to be rebalanced
stocks have to be bought and sold quickly.

BlackRock’s iShares business, the largest
provider in Europe, is predominantly a physical
replicator. Axel Lomholt, Emea head of
product development, says: “Tracking error
doesn’t go away just because an ETF is swaps
based. There exists a swaps spread – that is, the
tracking error. If you look at an index and the
swap spread is 30bps, that is the tracking error.”

Mistry says: “Physical replication is fine for
mainstream indices, but for emerging markets
and alternative strategies the synthetic [swaps-
based] approach is more efficient.”

Although swaps may provide a more efficient
way of rebalancing, Mistry points out that re-
balancing can “catch out” swaps-based ETFs
too. “We try to avoid products that have
illiquidity,” he says, adding that this is one
reason db-x trackers has not entered the high-
yield bond market.

$351.5m (€246.6m) of net new assets flowed
into European high-yield ETFs in the first
quarter of the year, while money flowed out
from government and emerging market bond
ETFs, according to BlackRock.

‘Physical replication is
fine for mainstream

indices, but for
emerging markets
and alternative

strategies the synthetic
[swaps-based] approach

is more efficient’

Name Total Return Tracking Error Exchange
1 Yr (Mo-End) 1 Yr (Mo-End)

EUR EUR

SPDR STOXX Europe 50* 8.19 5.87 NYSE ARCA
Source EURO STOXX 50 5.69 3.19 XETRA
Distributing ETF
iShares EURO STOXX 50 (DE) 9.56 2.65 XETRA
UBS-ETF EURO STOXX 50 A 10.59 2.56 XETRA
Acción DJ Eurostoxx50 ETF FI 11.02 2.54 MERCADO CONTINUO

ESPANOL
Amundi ETF EURO STOXX 50 (C) 10.91 2.51 EURONEXT PARIS
UBS-ETF EURO STOXX 50 I 10.82 2.51 XETRA
Lyxor ETF EURO STOXX 50 A 10.78 2.46 EURONEXT PARIS
iShares EURO STOXX 50 (Acc) 10.32 2.46 LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE
iShares EURO STOXX 50 (Acc) (DE) 10.32 2.46 XETRA
Lyxor ETF EURO STOXX 50 B 10.74 2.46 XFMQ – Unlisted Fund

Manager Quote
iShares EURO STOXX 50 10.35 2.46 EURONEXT AMSTERDAM
EasyETF Euro Stoxx 50 B 10.98 2.32 EURONEXT PARIS
ComStage ETF EURO STOXX 50 NR 11.12 2.32 XETRA
EasyETF Euro Stoxx 50 10.99 2.32 EURONEXT PARIS
HSBC EURO STOXX 50 ETF 10.63 2.31 EURONEXT PARIS
db x-trackers Euro STOXX 50 ETF 1C 10.95 2.30 XETRA
db x-trackers Euro STOXX 50 ETF 1D 10.95 2.30 XETRA
ETFlab EURO STOXX 50 11.22 2.27 XETRA
Source EURO STOXX 50 ETF 9.97 2.27 XETRA

*Base currency=US$

Source: Morningstar

TRACKING ERROR & RETURN: Euro Stoxx 50 (month-end, €).
Base currency = € except where indicated
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Lyxor Asset Management, the second largest
provider in Europe, launched the iBoxx Eur
Liquid High Yield 30 fund in January on the
London Stock Exchange. As the name suggests,
it targets the more liquid section of the high-
yield bond market, and like all its ETFs,
exposure to the index is gained using swaps.

“The high-yield ETF is very liquid. Tracking
error is very tight,” says Nizam Hamid, head of
ETF strategy at Lyxor.

The fund’s prospectus says that the tracking
error calculated over 52 weeks is less than 1%
and that if the tracking error exceeds 1%, the
objective is still to remain below 5% of the
volatility of the index.

Robeco, the fund management firm, last year
put high-yield bond ETFs under the spotlight
by saying the product is not a low-cost, low-
tracking error alternative to the Robeco High
Yield Bond Fund. It based its research on three
high-yield ETFs in the United States offered by
State Street, iShares and Invesco’s Powershares
business, which are benchmarked against
various high-yield cash bond indices.

After examining tracking error, Robeco’s
Partrick Houweling, senior quantitative
researcher, said in a report: “Clearly, the ETFs
do not live up to their promise, because their
tracking errors are substantial, ranging from
7.3% to 12.0%. Moreover, they are higher than

the tracking error of 6.3% of the actively
managed Robeco’s HBF, whose tracking error
is up to 50% lower than that of the ETFs.”

What does Lyxor’s Hamid make of this? He
says this could be down to price discovery.

Because bond pricing is not transparent, the
ETF has to track the best estimate.

“[The report] seemed to misunderstand
that ETFs were providing better, more
transparent price discovery than the underlying
market, which was opaque. The fixed income
market does not have very good price discovery
and many are traded OTC [over the counter],”
he says.

Whatever the case, it is a sign that ETF
providers may have to defend their records on
tracking error. The importance of tracking
error for their clients may vary, though the
French financial regulator requires providers to
publish records of it.

Respondents to the Edhec survey use methods
such as correlation analysis to check the
tracking quality of their ETFs. Some
respondents use such advanced measures of
tracking error as the “asymmetric or downside
tracking error, or co-integration analysis”, the
survey showed.

But 10% of respondents said they did
not know what method was used. Edhec said
this may be the result of the assumption that
the tracking quality of these instruments is
good. If that is the case, it seems that to some
investors even the global financial crisis was
not enough to deepen their scepticism for
financial products. fe

‘ETFs were providing
better, more transparent
price discovery than the

underlying market,
which was opaque. The
fixed income market

does not have very good
price discovery and

many are traded OTC
[over the counter]’
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Many investors think of ETFs as tax-efficient,
transparent funds that provide daily liquidity
and offer a cheap, convenient way to
track benchmarks such as the Standard &
Poor’s 500. In other words,
they think of them as passive instruments
for generating beta returns. This is the
ETF concept: reliable, cost-efficient, simple
to understand.
And yet, providers of active ETFs seek to
challenge this orthodoxy. They say, why not
combine the ETF format with the skills of
active managers? Why not combine the
transparency, low costs and liquidity of an ETF
with the market insight and stock-picking
talents of managers who can beat benchmarks
and generate alpha returns?

It is becoming more and more difficult to
dismiss this idea as a fringe or novelty product.
Pimco’s Bill Gross, one of the most respected
bond managers in the industry, filed for
permission in April to launch an ETF version
of the Pimco Total Return Fund. Many say
more big-name managers will follow suit.
And yet, there is considerable wariness among
investors and a good dose of scepticism in the
industry. The problem is that the concept
appears to go against most people’s
understanding of an ETF, which is as an
instrument that passively tracks an index. Is the
idea of an active ETF a contradiction in terms?
Ted Hood, chief executive officer of active
ETF firm Source, thinks not. “An ETF is
nothing more than a conventional, ‘plain

‘An ETF is nothing more
than a conventional,

“plain vanilla” mutual
fund that has some
additional attributes’

Some big-name fund managers
are experimenting with active
ETFs. But can they convince
the sceptics who say this kind
of product should only be used
for passive index-tracking?
George Mitton finds out more

The importance
of being
active
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vanilla’ mutual fund that has some additional
attributes,” he says.
“The ability to control your execution, to have
complete transparency on your investment, to
manage your investment like a security, from a
back-office perspective; there’s nothing about
that which suggests you should only use it for
passive replication of a traditional benchmark.”
(For more from Ted Hood, see interview on
pages 16-17.)
The situation can be confusing to investors
because the term “active ETF” is applied
to a range of different strategies. The most
active products work
like a mutual
fund and are
overseen by
a portfolio
manage r
who trades
r e g u l a r l y.
United States-based active ETF
provider AdvisorShares offers a
number of these products.
But there are other, softer
forms of active ETFs
which combine elements of
active management while
still functioning as index-
tracking products.
Source has developed an
ETF with Man GLG that does
this. The ETF passively tracks
an index, just like a traditional
ETF; however, the index it tracks
was created by Man GLG
according to a specific investment
strategy and changes more rapidly than
a traditional index.
Sandy Rattray, head of the Man systematic
strategies group at Man GLG, says his firm
could have distributed the product as a standard
Ucits III fund, but saw that the strategy it used
was suited to building an index. Man GLG
sends instructions about what should be added
or deleted from the index to a third party, which
calculates the index. The firm licenses the index
to Source.
But though the ETF itself is a passive
tracking tool, Rattray insists the product
generates alpha returns. “It’s an actively
managed index, which outperforms passively
managed indices such as the MSCI Europe or
the Stock 600,” he says.
Although Source and Man GLG are
confident that their product can attract big
inflows and generate good returns, there are

those who doubt whether active ETFs have a
future. Deborah Fuhr, global head of ETF
research and implementation strategy at
BlackRock, is particularly dubious about the
fully active products.
“I don’t think active products in a
concentrated stock-picking way will be
successful because I don’t think that’s
what people look for,” she says. “Investors
are using ETFs to equitise cash, as a core,
as a satellite, to build portfolios; they’re using
them because they’re looking for products
that track a benchmark. They’re not looking
for alpha.”
The more an ETF apes the characteristics of
an active fund, the more it surrenders the
advantages it possesses in light of being an
ETF, according to Fuhr. If a fund is very active

in trading, it will

become less
tax efficient

than a traditional
ETF, for instance.
Another problem is

that actively managed
ETFs might not appeal

to some of the most
enthusiastic users of index

tracking ETFs: that is, the fund
managers. “The challenge is going

to be, who is going to use the
product?” asks Fuhr. “Definitely not

an active portfolio manager who today
uses ETFs to equitise cash because, if

you’re an active manager, would you actually
invest in someone else’s fund? No.”
Fuhr believes that some active ETFs could
succeed, but they will be those, like the
Source-Man GLG product, which track an
actively managed index, rather than those
which do concentrated stock-picking like an
active manager.

‘The idea that
individuals are liable to
copy fund managers’
strategies is “absolute

total and utter
nonsense”’
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The transparency question
Another potential problem with applying ETF
characteristics to actively managed funds is that
this practice may expose fund managers’
investment strategies. Many fund managers say
they do not want to provide daily transparency
on their portfolios as this would give away their
positions, allowing others to copy them.
This, at least, is the theory. But is this a
genuine obstacle or could it be, as some claim,
an excuse that fund managers give to avoid
adapting to change? Many of the companies
running active ETFs say their strategies are
too large and intricate for anyone to replicate.
This means there is no danger in revealing the
funds’ contents.
Philip Poelzl is co-founder of Qbasis, a
hedge fund which manages a futures-
based active ETF. He says: “We don’t have a
problem with transparency… we trade on
more than 100 different futures markets, and
we trade on the futures markets with
different strategies. It’s very difficult, even if
somebody could exactly analyse what we
are doing, to really get a full concept of our
trading strategy.”
He adds: “There’s not really a probability for
someone to copy the system because in many
details it’s just too complex.”
Alan Miller is the founder of SCM Private,
which actively manages a portfolio of
conventional, passive ETFs. He is even more
strident on the issue of transparency and
claims the idea that individuals are liable to
copy fund managers’ strategies is “absolute total
and utter nonsense”.
He says: “What is the chance of the individual
copying all 110 stocks and getting a broker and
deciding to copy that every single day and every
time a transaction changes? Of course people
are not going to do it.”
But if the chances of individuals copying
stock positions is so small, why not provide
more transparency? Miller believes resistance in
the industry is holding back innovation, with
complacent fund managers continuing to
insist that they can only provide infrequent
and incomplete updates on the contents of
their funds simply because it suits them. He
describes this system as “bizarre and, I
think, contemptible”.
Miller believes fund managers could easily
provide transparency without compromising
their strategies, and holds that investors
deserve this added transparency. Those
who agree with him could find active
ETFs a very appealing proposition as they

provide transparency while still harnessing
the potential for an active manager to beat
an index.
Not even the most fervent proponents of
active ETFs believe that all funds should be
organised as such. Source has pioneered the
concept but Hood accepts that the model is not
always appropriate. “If it’s not sensible from an
investment perspective to disclose the
constituents of the portfolio, then you don’t
want to do it as an ETF. For example, if you
take very large or illiquid positions you may not
want to disclose them,” he says.
There are other questions to ask, such as, will
investors appreciate being able to trade at a
price and time of day of their choice? If the
answer is no, there may be no benefit in
organising the fund as an ETF.

Defining active
Other potential hurdles could be attracting
institutional investors as many of these need to
see assets over a certain size and a three-year
track record before they invest. Unless active
ETFs attract these kind of investors they will
remain a retail product, which will not please
brokers, who want to see products that trade
regularly and in large sizes.
It may be that the debate on active ETFs
focuses on the question of what “active” means
in this context. There is clearly a big difference
between a product overseen by an active
fund manager, who picks stocks and trades on a
daily basis, and one that tracks an actively
managed index whose managers revise the
index periodically.
Investors who are wary of the concept of
active ETFs are more likely to experiment with
the latter, which suggests these are a good place
to start.
Whatever happens, active ETF firms should
get used to the idea that their products may
only take up a small portion of the ETF
market. After all, many users of these products
choose ETFs simply because they are index-
tracking tools and no more. Investors who are
looking for a quick and convenient way to
equitise cash are likely to continue to use
traditional ETF instruments.
However, the benefits of the ETF format are
clear – this is why inflows into ETFs continue to
grow. Investors want the transparency and
daily liquidity that ETFs provide and in future
fund managers may feel more pressure to give
these to investors. An active ETF format may
be the most convenient way to satisfy this
investor need. fe

‘If it’s not sensible from
an investment

perspective to disclose
the constituents of the
portfolio, then you don’t
want to do it as an ETF’
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Hedge funds ‘key’ to
ETF trading

Amid the cluster of ETF providers, Source found a gap in the market.
Developing a product to be used by hedge funds to short stocks has been key

to the firm’s business. Angele Spiteri Paris speaks to CEO Ted Hood

18

With somany ETF providers active in Europe,
relative newcomer Source knew it had to
bring something different to the table if it
had any hope of success. And chief executive
officer Ted Hood thinks the firm has
accomplished this.
Hood explains how Source found a gap in the

market that other providers could not fill. Hood
says that with the ETF, the firm has given the
hedge fund community a trading tool that is
more efficient than the swaps they used
historically, and this helped the European ETF
market grow as a result. He says that Source
was not interested in setting up in Europe and
“stealing” assets from other ETF providers
since that would have been counterproductive.
“Our aim was to help grow the European

ETF market so that there would be sufficient
assets for all the players,” he says.
The seed for Source’s idea to boost the ETF

market lay in a comparison of the European
industry with that of the United States.
Hood says: “One thing that was dramatically

different was turnover – the US market has
tremendous turnover in ETFs and the
correlation between when that turnover started
to appear and when assets started to grow was
pretty direct.”
Therefore, the key to growing the European

ETF market, according to Source, is increasing
the turnover. “If the numbers in the US were
telling a story – that turnover begets more AuM
which begets more turnover which begets more
AuM – then the way to kick-start the European
ETF market would be to do something about
turnover,” he says.
And Hood and his colleagues realised that the

major driver of that turnover in the US was the
use of ETFs by hedge funds. He explains: “In
the States, hedge funds are using ETFs very
significantly. They are responsible for roughly
30% of all ETF trading there. Making money

shorting individual stocks is a very frightening
thing to do because you can lose an infinite
amount of money. So it’s common for hedge
fund managers to use ETFs solely as a hedge.
“They would buy a long position and they will

hedge the market by borrowing and shorting
an ETF, or they will take a short position
and hedge their market exposure by going
long on the ETF. For example, if they had a
positive view on Apple, but not on the tech
sector as a whole, they would buy Apple and
short the tech ETFs.”
But in Europe this wasn’t happening. Before

Source was created, the turnover of ETFs was
very low and hedge funds were using swaps to

exercise their short positions instead of ETFs.
So the first question Source asked was: why

were hedge funds using swaps when ETFs
would make their lives a lot easier?

Swaps versus ETFs
Hood says: “Swaps are difficult. They provide
concentrated counterparty risk, they’re painful
from an operation standpoint and they’re a
bespoke instrument so banks have to know
where you stand. With this in mind, hedge
funds would have a strong preference to execute
in an ETF format, so why aren’t they doing so?”
Actually, he found that there was a structural

problem in the European market. One cannot
borrow an ETF in Europe for a reasonable
amount of money, which Hood says, “is
fundamental if you’re going to short”.
He explains further: “In the US, if you want

to borrow a SPDR ETF [an ETF that tracks an
S&P index] you can do that for about 30 to
40bps a year and that price is pretty much
always the same and always available.
“If you wanted to borrow a EuroStoxx

ETF in Europe, it would cost you up to 2% a
year and you might not find that much of
it to borrow.”

Create-to-lend
So how to solve this dilemma? Source
found that because of the way the market
was constructed and because the first ETFs
in Europe were physically-backed, the US
initiatives to drive down cost and create ETF
securities for hedge funds to borrow could not
be replicated in Europe.
In the US, the practice known as “create-to-

lend” is widespread. This sees investment banks
creating ETF units and, therefore, incurring
upfront capital costs.
This could not be duplicated in Europe with

any amount of ease. Hood says: “Ten years ago

‘If the numbers in the
US were telling a story –
that turnover begets
more AuM which

begets more turnover
which begets more
AuM – then the way
to kick-start the
European ETF
market would be
to do something
about turnover’
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people were looking at it [the create-to-lend
market] in Europe and found a whole host of
problems, mostly related to the fact it was very
impractical for physical ETFs to create-to-lend
since it was extremely expensive and people
thought it would never work.

“We looked at it and found that if you
construct a product properly, you can fix some
of these issues and actually make this process
work. But in order for that to happen you
need buy-in from a significant part of the
trading community.”

Therefore, Hood explains, that to create an
ETF product that can be traded and borrowed
more efficiently, one needed a number of banks
to co-operate.

This is why Source is mainly a result of
partnerships. The firm has partnered with
leading investment banks such as Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, JP
Morgan, Morgan Stanley and Nomura, to
name a few.

As a result of Source’s injection into
the European ETF market, it had a
profound effect on the turnover in
European sector ETFs.

According to Cascade, the German
clearing system, since the launch of
Source European sector ETFs in July
2009, monthly turnover for the
European Sector ETFs increased by
more than 650%. In March 2011,
Source Optimised Sector ETFs
captured 77% (€10.6bn) turnover share
of volumes reported in Cascade.

But although Source identified the
opportunity, making it work was easier
said than done. Hood says:

“We spent a long time working through the
kinks to make sure the process works. The
theory was, very simply, if you get something
that was more liquid and easier to trade, then
people would buy it.”

Another obvious question is why none of the
other providers swooped in before Source,
considering some have been active in Europe
since the early days of the ETF market.

According to Hood, one of the major
issues with other providers trying to do what
Source has done is that several of them are
linked to banks.

He says: “You’re not going to have one
bank go to another and say, ‘I want you to
change the way you do business so I can
make more money.’ This is the kind of issue
Deutsche Bank and Lyxor would have had;
they couldn’t convince the market to come
round and help them.”

Physical process
The other ETF behemoth is iShares, but Hood
says: “iShares is very committed to the physical
process and, in Europe, this is not conducive to
the create-to-lend activity. For example, if there
are UK equities in a product, then you have to
pay stamp duty on them and the economics of
shorting are very tight. Therefore, if you can
short a swap for three basis points and not pay
the 15bps in stamp duty to execute, you’re
going to stay on swap.”

Despite the effect Source’s products have had
on the turnover levels within the European
industry, the $9.bn (€6.2bn) the firm raised in
assets is not directly linked to the hedge fund
activity. Hedge funds, it seems, are drivers, but

they are not the bulk holders of assets under
management (AuM).

“Hedge funds matter because
trading drives spreads and
makes the market more
efficient. The hedge fund
activity in the European
ETF market does not
represent the increase in
AuM. They represent the
trading volume and they
provide massive amounts of
liquidity,” Hood says.

So who holds the assets
Source has accumulated?

“We estimate that roughly
80% of assets come from
institutional clients versus
20% from hedge funds
and retail.” fe

‘Making money shorting
individual stocks is a

very frightening thing to
do because you can lose
an infinite amount of
money. So it’s common

for hedge fund
managers to use ETFs
solely as a hedge’

Ted Hood, CEO at Source
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A strong
support system

BNY Mellon Asset Servicing is dedicated to supporting growth in the global
ETF business and being a first mover means it is due to be a leader in this space

The ETF world is ever-expanding and BNY
Mellon recognised the potential embedded
within this market and built its resources and
technology to support the growth of this
popular business.
Joe Keenan, head of global exchange-traded

fund services at BNY Mellon Asset Servicing,
explains that the firm was a first mover in terms
of ETF asset servicing is set to become a leader
in this space as a result.
“We plan to continue to grow our US ETF

business and position ourselves to benefit from
the growth in assets in Europe and Asia,” he says.
The firm has already experienced noteworthy

success in this space. Keenan says: “We’ve seen
our assets under administration in ETFs take a
pretty steep curve upwards, from $120bn at the
end of 2009 to $200bn at the end of 2010 and
$230bn year to date.”
And this is obviously good news.
Going forward, BNY Mellon will be focusing

on the areas of ETF servicing where it has
identified most potential.
According to Keenan, one such focus will be

on swap-based derivatives. “This will be a good
opportunity because we’ve seen a significant
increase in requests for collateral management
services,” he says.
Another area of further growth is securities

lending – particularly the borrowing and
lending of ETFs by hedge funds for arbitrage.
Keenan says: “As we see more sophisticated
ETF strategies being developed, we will see the

need for more services such as securities
lending. Therefore the growth will be
significant.”
There is industry consensus that the ETF

business overall, will continue to grow.
Keenen says he expects clients to launch

around 100-150 new funds over the next six
months and automation plays an important
role in helping to support these developments.
“We were early adopters of automated

systems and therefore we will continue to put
our money where our mouth is and support the
growth of the ETF business,” he says.
Another development in which BNY Mellon

can further support its clients is the expected
consolidation in the European funds industry.
“As the European market continues to mature
and captive distribution breaks down, we could
see greater rationalisation in the industry.
Therefore, we need to be there to support
clients in managing any consolidation efforts,”
says Keenan. He stresses the importance of
being able to pick the winners in this
environment. “To develop the relationships
with the right businesses means we need to have
the technology available to compete,” he says.
According to Keenan, the ETF business acts

as a bridge and helps BNY Mellon build these
relationships with the firms that will come out
on top.
A key ingredient for success, says Keenan is

drive. “We have a real passion for this business
and the performance has been stellar,” he says.

‘We have a real passion
for this business’
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• Accelerated market entry:
Thorough understanding of
launch requirements is gained
through the experience of
introducing complex ETFs in the
US and Europe

• Specialised support for ETFs:
Highly focused global service
teams collaborate with each client
to ensure that the specialised needs
of ETFs are met with superior
and personalised service.

• Market-leading global custody
services with local market
expertise: We combine our leading
global custody capabilities with a
local presence to support clients
wherever they are invested.

• Automated transfer agency for
U.S. equity ETFs: We are one of
the few providers to automate the
transfer agency function and are
able to support all agency
requirements for newly created
ETFs.

BNY MELLON’S VALUE-ADDED
SERVICES

Joe Keenan, BNY Mellon Asset Servicing
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ETFs may have taken flak over the years for
swaps risk, stock lending, tracking error and a
slew of other issues. But more than ten years
down the line, the industry is still growing and
proving the naysayers wrong.

Figures from BlackRock show that the global
ETF industry reached $1,399.4bn (€970.9bn) in
assets under management (AuM) at the end of
Q1 2011, and the European space posted
$307.5bn in AuM, an increase of $73bn from the
same period in 2010.

BlackRock’s latest figures also suggest a
change in the pattern of demand is taking place
that could only spur more launches.

For example, funds with a broad European
exposure saw outflows while those with single-
country exposure saw inflows. Investor appetite
for single-country products may well spill
over into other asset classes, too, beyond
European equities and into emerging markets.
With this in mind, providers have been keen
to offer more focused products.

Earlier this year, HSBC launched four
physically-backed ETFs in Europe offering
exposure to the Indonesian, Korean, Malaysian
and Taiwanese equity markets. Farley Thomas,
head of ETFs at HSBC, says: “Investors in
Europe have, historically, had access to
Indonesia and Malaysia through swap-based
ETFs and there is generally a limited choice
available for investors seeking access to these
Asian markets.”

But Axel Lomholt, head of ETF product,
iShares Emea, says: “Although we’ve seen some
demand for more focused exposures and single-
country funds have been quite successful, the
majority of flows are still going into the
broader- based ETFs.”

Constant demand
Not everything is changing. Appetite for
commodities continues. Over the period
between the Q1 2010 and the same time this
year, commodities ETPs (exchange-traded

‘Although we have
seen some demand
for more focused

exposures and single-
country funds have been
quite successful, the
majority of flows are
still going into the
broader-based ETFs’

On the rise
After celebrating its tenth birthday in Europe last
year, the ETF universe has continued to expand.
Angele Spiteri Paris looks at recent trends
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products) in Europe posted $2.2bn of inflows,
the BlackRock figures show.

It is hardly surprising then that product
providers continue to launch vehicles with
exposure to commodities.

ETF Securities expanded its physically-
backed industrial metals exchange-traded
commodities (ETCs) and listed products
offering exposure to aluminium, lead and
zinc on the London Stock Exchange. These
join the firm’s previous offering of copper,
nickel and tin ETCs.

IShares also launched physically-backed
commodity-based products, promising
transparent and liquid exposure to four
popular precious metals: gold, silver,
palladium and platinum. Joe Linhares, iShares
head, says: “Commodity-related exchange-
traded products are generating significant
interest from investors.”

As product roll out has expanded dramatically
over recent years, there has come a point where

the industry became tainted by complexity.
Vin Bhatacharjee, head of Emea

intermediary business at State Street Global
Advisors, believes there will be demand in the
European market for simple, uncomplicated
products. “Although there are many plain
vanilla ETFs out there, investors don’t have
much choice, especially when it comes to
physically-backed products,” he says.

SSGA, which has a significant ETF business
in the United States, is currently building out its
European presence in the market.

Dan Draper, global head of ETFs at Credit
Suisse, agrees that simplicity is the way forward.
“ETFs with less liquid underlying strategies
are attractive as there’s a marketing buzz around
them. Economically, it may not be sustainable to
come out with certain niche products.”

He says there is pressure to innovate
because some claim there is a lot to gain
from being first to market. And he probably
feels this pressure more keenly than most,
since Credit Suisse was a relative latecomer to
the ETF world. The firm has, however,
succeeded in gathering US$15.6bn in ETF
assets under management as at the end of
2010. This represents a 62% increase from the
beginning of 2010.

Breaking into the market
But according to Thorsten Michalik, head of
db x-trackers, innovation is key for a newcomer
to break into the European ETF business. “If
you come up with a new or an improved
product, then you have the opportunity to grab
some market share,” he says.

Michalik claims that investors get
comfort from investing their money with a big
name provider and, therefore, it is difficult for
new players to break into the well-established
vanilla products. Db x-trackers was at the
forefront of some more alternative products,
having been the first to launch a hedge fund
ETF. But Michalik says it is now time to draw
the line. “We’ve had lots of innovation, but now
we have what we need.”

According to Lomholt, it is difficult to launch
anything really new. “The categories – fixed
income, emerging markets, commodities – are
broadly the same. Although we are seeing some
deepening and broadening of the ETF market,
which is a positive thing.”

Thomas stresses that ETFs and their creation
are driven by demand. “No one is looking for
an ETF [per se]. What they’re looking for is
market exposure and the most efficient way of
achieving that,” he says. fe

‘ETFs with less liquid
underlying strategies are

attractive because
there’s a marketing buzz

around them. But
economically, it may
not sustainable to

come out with certain
niche products’
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The role of an exchange is vital to the success
of an ETF. The fact that these products are
traded on stock exchanges lends ETFs one of
their most important characteristics – liquidity.

One of Europe’s foremost exchanges on which
ETFs are listed is Germany’s Deutsche Börse. In
2010, its ETF business, which it calls the XTF
segment, saw record growth. Xetra remained
the most attractive trading platform for ETFs in
Europe in 2010 with a market share of 37%.

According to its annual figures, Deutsche
Börse saw its fund assets rise by 32% to €159bn.
Six new issuers and 216 new funds meant the
sector grew faster than ever since its creation.

Stephan Kraus, vice president, institutional
equity at Deutsche Börse, explains what an
exchange offers an ETF provider.

He says: “Exchanges enable ETF providers to
distribute ETF shares to investors in a cost-
effective way. Deutsche Börse, for example,
provides more than 240 trading members from
18 countries with direct access to ETF trading
via its electronic trading system Xetra.

“ETF providers also seek a platform that
incentivises liquidity provision, ideally by
offering both highly competitive pricing
models as well as attractive market-making
programs in order to minimise total transaction
costs for investors.”

Kraus says that another vital facet of the ETF
market and its development is education. “It
has become increasingly important for
exchanges to join forces with issuers in the
education of investors and advisors on the
advantages and benefits of ETFs. Educational
measures may include seminars, manuals and
brochures as well as detailed fact sheets and
statistics on individual ETFs and their
respective trading activity.”

In %
iShares S&P Global Clean Energy 12.51

Lyxor ETF MSCI Greece 10.59

Lyxor ETF Russia (DJ Rusindex Titans 10) 10.41

Lyxor ETF STOXX Europe 600 Insurance 10.15

Lyxor ETF Leveraged EURO STOXX 50 9.92

ETFX DAXglobal Alternative Energy Fund 9.82

Lyxor ETF EURO STOXX 50 Dividends 9.54

DJ STOXX 600 Optimised Insurance Source 9.46

Amundi ETF Commodities S&P GSCI (LE) 9.35

ComStage ETF STOXX 600 Insurance TR 9.00

db x-trackers MSCI Russia Capped Index 8.79

Xetra, Xetra, read
all about it
Stock exchanges on which ETFs are traded are central to a product’s
success and dialogue between exchanges and providers is growing.
Angele Spiteri Paris takes a closer look at Deutsche Börse’s Xetra

TOP PERFORMER Q1/2011

EUROPEAN MARKETS: MARKET SHARE/TURNOVER OF EUROPEAN
ETF SEGMENTS Q1/2011

SIX Swiss Exchange
10.74% / 13,521.61 € m

XTF
36.8% /

46,309.61 € m

Borsa Italiana
11,88% /
14,945,36 € m

LSE
14,56% /18,318,83 € m

NextTrack
21,44% /26,984,25 € m

Bolsa de Madrid, Istanbul Stock Exch, Irish Stock Exch,
Athens Exch, Oslo Bors, HEX, Budapest Exch,

Wiener Börse, Iceland Stock Exch, Ljubljana Stock Exch
3.47%/ 4,366.66 € m

Source: Deutsche Börse

Source: Deutsche Börse
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Several ETFs are cross-listed and can be
found on a number of the major European
exchanges. BNP Paribas, however, has chosen
to delist a number of its duplicate products and
focus solely on two exchanges – Deutsche Börse
and the Swiss market.

It might be wondered whether the exchanges
have any apprehension that ETF providers
concentrate their business on one chosen
exchange, leaving other players floundering, in
terms of ETFs.

But given Deutsche Börse’s position in
the market, Kraus is not worried: “With
approximately 800 products available,
Deutsche Börse currently features the largest
number of ETF listings in Europe.
Any decision to delist certain products
would be guided primarily by the issuer’s
listing strategy, which we believe is subject to
regular reviews based upon new market
developments. In many cases such decisions
would be triggered by changes in general
investment trends and demand patterns at an
investor level.”

Kraus is right to not
be too concerned. After
all, if an ETF provider
wants to sell its product
in a particular
European country,
it has to list on that
country’s exchange.

“One of the main
reasons for issuers to
list ETFs on a specific
exchange is to expand
their distribution range to local
investors in the corresponding
market,” he says. “This is
particularly true for providers who, in
addition to institutional investors,
also target retail investors with
their product offering as many
investors in the retail space
lack the ability to access
non-domestic markets at
reasonable costs.” fe

‘It has become
increasingly important
for exchanges to join
forces with issuers in

the education of
investors and advisors
on the advantages and

benefits of ETFs’

Turnover/Month €m
iShares DAX (DE) 2,120.97

db x-trackers DAX ETF 1,017.33

iShares EURO STOXX 50 (DE) 915.33

db x-trackers ShortDAX ETF 515.35

ComStage ETF DAX TR 460.35

iShares S&P 500 383.06

ETFlab DAX 330.39

Lyxor ETF LevDAX 316.65

iShares EURO STOXX 50 310.12

db x-trackers EURO STOXX 50 ETF 299.48

db x-trackers MSCI Emerging Markets 291.68

Source: Deutsche Börse

MOST ACTIVE Q1/2011
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Blockbusting
ETFs

THEAM, the newly launched specialist asset manager within BNP Paribas
Investment Partners, has recently reshaped its EasyETF offer and is now

focusing its energies on a range of “star” ETFs to ensure it provides clients
with the best products available on the market

For some ETF providers, launching numerous
products is the answer to making it in the
business. But for THEAM, the key to success
lies in a focused range of high quality products
through which the firm can provide strong
performance and come out on top.
Denis Panel, THEAM CIO, says: “We want
to be the best in class in all the different
segments of activity. We reduced the EasyETF
product range in order to concentrate our offer
around the main asset classes and provide a
flagship for each of them. Our star ETFs are:
EasyETF Euro Stoxx 50, EasyETF S&P GSCI
Capped Commodity 35/20, EasyETF EPRA
Eurozone, EasyETF iBoxx Liquid Sovereigns
Global; they offer investors exposure to
European equities, commodities, real estate and
government bonds, respectively.
Being focused does not mean that our offer is
limited to a few flagships. Indeed, in order to
meet investors’ expectations, we are always
happy to consider alternative solutions such as
index funds, mandates and other bespoke
investment solutions that we will build together
with our clients.
“There are many things to say about ETF
ranges that are very large with bad
performance and a small amount of assets
under management. This is definitely
something we want to avoid because we believe
that the first thing that investors are looking for

is performance, quality of set up, quality of the
management, quality of the spreads.”
“When we look at the highly competitive

ETFmarket these days, we are always surprised
to see that some ETF providers are keen to
launch very exotic products and continue to
grow their range while assets under
management are systematically concentrated
on a very limited number of blockbusters. We,
at THEAM, prefer to think in terms of
usefulness for our clients and try to favor quality
rather than quantity. We intend to develop
selectively our ETF offer”.
Panel says the performance of the EasyETF
range has been very robust and this is one of
the firm’s differentiating factors. “We have one
of the best ETFs in terms of performance. For
example, in 2009, the Eurostoxx 50 ETF
outperformed the index by 88 basis points.
This shows it’s a very competitive product,

even when compared to active management.”
In 2010, this same ETF outperformed by 39
basis points.
Panel mentions that one thing THEAM is
“working very hard” on is to improve spreads
available on its products. He adds: “We now
have a multi-market maker model and these
different market makers will help us reduce
the spreads of the ETF even more”. We also
need to keep in mind that liquidity of the
underlying is key when you think about an
ETF liquidity.
With so many ETF providers coming to
market, THEAM, like its competitors had to
concentrate on those criteria that make it
stand out from the crowd. THEAM intends
to differentiate itself in different ways.
THEAM’s approach consists in providing
index management solutions in different
formats (mutual funds, ETFs, mandates) in
order to fit to clients’ specific needs. THEAM
is also likely to offer services in terms of
choice of appropriate indices. THEAM
intends to offer customised solutions going
well beyond its ETF toolbox offer for efficient
asset allocation. As an example, THEAM
provides many index portfolios created to
answer specific needs : non-cap weighted
indices, Sharia compliant indices, socially
responsible indices.
Regarding replication methods, THEAM is

‘It’s a very competitive
product, even when
compared to active

management’
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not sticked to one single method and intends
to select index replication methods (ie : full,
optimised, synthetic) that are best suited to
index specificities and cost constraints.
Overall, THEAM’s objective is to enable its
clients to benefit from tailor-made solutions
and its capacity to deliver innovative products
thanks to the seamless integration of its asset
management teams and teams specialised in
derivatives use.
Regulatory speaking, Panel says the Ucits
framework is beneficial to the clients as it offers
investors a certain element of comfort and
security. “We plan to continue to promote
ETF’s in Ucits III format because there is
strong demand and because we have excellent
performance and a good offer in this space.”

EasyETF is the range of trackers from BNP Paribas. Issued by a unique partnership
between BNP Paribas Asset Management and BNP Paribas Corporate Investment &
Banking, EasyETF is backed by a complete platform uniting the experience of renowned
players in asset management and financial market activities.

Methodical index selection
EasyETF works in conjunction with BNP Paribas Corporate & Investment Banking
research and structuring teams to provide innovative investment solutions and strategies.
EasyETF selects indices from the most renowned providers, such as Dow Jones and S&P.

Market making capabilities
EasyETF has developed solid relationships with most market makers active in the ETF
field. BNP Paribas market makers have a truly global reach, covering all main financial
markets and operating as a member of over 65 stock or derivative exchanges.

ABOUT EASYETF

THEAM is a partner of BNP Paribas
Investment Partners that specialises in
index, active systematic, guaranteed and
alternative portfolio management, and
the result of a joint project between BNP
Paribas CIB and BNP Paribas
Investment Partners.

THEAM combines BNP Paribas Asset
Management's SIGMA teams with those
of Harewood Asset Management which
was created in 2004 at the initiative of
BNPP CIB's Equity Derivatives teams.

With some EUR 50 billion in assets
under management as at 31/03/2011,
THEAM is a market leader both in its
size and the extent of its skills.

Comprising 120 investment and market
professionals, THEAM is backed by the
sales forces of both BNP Paribas IP and
BNP Paribas CIB - over 400 sales
representatives and a current portfolio of
1 500 clients. With five domestic markets
(France, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands
and Luxembourg), THEAM benefits
from an exceptional distribution network.

ABOUT THEAM
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Funds Europe: The ETF market has
continued to develop to meet industry
demands. What new products have you seen
coming onboard?

Pedro Fernandes, head of European
exchange traded products, NYSE
Euronext: There have been several new
developments. For example, [in May] Lyxor
launched an ETF on the Cac Mid 60, which is
a French equity asset class that was not
previously covered by ETFs. As ETFs on mid-
size German and UK equities have been
reasonably successful in gathering interest from
investors over the last few years, it is expected
that this new product on the Cac Mid 60 will
meet existing investor demand.

Denis Panel, CIO of Theam, BNP Paribas
Investment Partners: In terms of new
products, we can see new asset classes: for
example, volatility. There are also initiatives
around currencies, mainly in ETPs [exchange-
trade products] in general. In the equity space,
we can see new types of indices emerging, and
this is probably a trend that we need to monitor
because I believe that investors now are looking

for more non-cap weighted indices. Recent
initiatives in this field will probably continue
to grow over the coming months and years.
So, the idea is that market cap-weighted
indices are not efficient which is why we have to
think about a new type of index. It’s true that
through the ETF we need to be very simple and
very transparent so it won’t be possible to
address all the differences in non-cap weighted
approach with an ETF, but it will definitely be a
trend to monitor.

‘There’s another
interesting trend we

have seen: the appeal
for emerging market

debt in local currencies’

� Bernard Aybran, deputy CEO, Invesco
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Fredric Lorenzini, head of research for
Morningstar, France: We have seen the same
trends in the European market – a lot of new
products on small or mid-cap indices, such as
the Cac or the Dax in Germany, and currency
hedged shares. We have also seen what we call
enhanced indices and we think this will be a big
trend. There were definitely some drawbacks
with classical cap-weighted indices, so
enhanced indexing will address some of those
shortcomings. Among the products in that
domain, one should notice the two equal-
weight ETFs recently launched by Think
Capital, more to come with Ossiam.

We also expect to see more active ETFs to
come to market. This will particularly be useful
in some areas, such as fixed-income, where
there’s a kind of premium to debt. In market
cap indices, the more an issuer has debts, the
more it is represented in the index.

There’s another interesting trend we have
seen: the appeal for emerging market debt in
local currencies. After equities, investors and
promoters are embracing this asset class. What
is really new is the fact that so-called ‘weak
currencies’ are no longer seen simply as a risk
but also as an opportunity. State Street has
recently listed the first European ETF that
tracks local currency emerging-market bonds:
the SPDR Barclays Capital Emerging Market
Local Bond ETF.

Fernandes: I do think we are seeing
people moving from passive exposure towards
a more active approach. Investors know
how ETFs on the Cac and so forth work so
now they’re looking for additional benefits
of these products through active exposure.
We are currently in a phase of transition;
enhanced indices and more intelligent ways of

building these indices are a clear example of
this trend.

Tony O’Brien, head of ETF sales Emea,
BNY Mellon Asset Servicing: Active ETFs
are absolutely a trend for new products. Also
Fredric mentioned currency hedged share
classes, which I find very interesting, as across
our European client base we’re seeing more and

more interest in these. It’s my belief that the
industry is trying to figure out the investor’s
attitude towards the embedded currency risk
within a particular index. So if you have a
global index with maybe currency risk within it,
would it be useful to offer a share class which
hedges that currency risk as well as a share class
that includes it? Sometimes investors want to
take that risk.

The other thing of note is the advent of
commodities products. This has been a trend

for the past couple of years, starting with ETF
Securities who really blazed a trail in
the commodity space. Now iShares and
Deutsche Bank have launched their own. Since
some of these products need to physically hold
the underlying commodities, they were
structured as special purpose vehicles and not as
Ucits. We’ve been happy to help clients build
such vehicles.

The other interesting trend I’m seeing is
providers using an ETF as a wrapper and
putting it across an asset class that is not a
traditional equity or bond asset class. For
example, we’re seeing ETFs based on hedge
fund strategies coming to market from some of
the largest providers. It’s interesting to see how
different providers of those products deal with
the embedded structural issues, as a hedge fund
strategy is usually designed for alpha generation
and is limited in its liquidity. To try and
reconcile that with an ETF product, which is
structurally designed to be very liquid and to
deliver transparent exposure to an underlying
index or asset class, is a very interesting
construct. Our people at BNY Mellon get
tremendously excited about issues like that,
because they love to roll up their sleeves and get
into solving the technical details.

Also, over the coming years, ETFs in Europe
will become more available to a retail client
base. Traditionally, retail investors haven’t had
access to hedge fund strategies or commodities
so it will be interesting to see what issues arise as
we sell those products to this client base.

Bernard Aybran, deputy CEO, Invesco:
Many intelligent things have appeared on the
ETF market over the past twelve months: new
asset classes, commodities, currencies, and so
on. But in some cases, the border between
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ETFs and other exchange-traded products
has become blurry for us fund managers.
This is quite uncomfortable for us investors
because you never know whether you’re
authorised or not to invest in a particular
vehicle. What came as a little bit of a surprise to
me was that a lot of the ‘not so intelligent’
developments that popped up, meaning new
players launching funds on the same index,
marketed the price as a new thing. There was
war on prices, with some ETFs even priced at
zero. So I would be very interested to know how
many indices are tracked as compared to the
number of ETFs or ETCs.

Fernandes: I can provide some figures on that.
Right now, we have 550 listed ETFs covering
around 360 indices.

O’Brien: For example, look at the multitude of
products tracking the Dow Jones Euro Stoxx 50
Index. There is a huge number of these ‘me
too’ products out there.

Fernandes: It is also important to note
that distribution models and the different tax

regimes and regulations create an environment
where multiple products serve demand from
different investors groups.

O’Brien: That has fractured liquidity as well.
You have different levels of liquidity in different
markets depending on where you’re trading.
The interesting thing is that over the past three
years we’ve seen the growth of providers who,
although they are bringing largely the same
products to the market, they’re not
cannibalising existing products. Rather, they’re
bringing new money into the ETF market.
Some of these large ETF providers who are
relatively new, such as db x-trackers and Credit
Suisse, are tapping new distribution channels. It
would, therefore, seem that bringing a new
ETF based on the same index doesn’t
necessarily dilute the available investment pool.

Should Europe move to a more retail-based
distribution model, which is what happened in
the US around the mid to late 1990s, it will be
interesting to see how many of those products
consolidate or disappear. With a product like an
ETF where the TER [total expense ratio] is
very low already, there’s limited scope for
competition based on price.

Funds Europe: Which products registered
the highest inflows over the past six months?
And what were the drivers of this?

Panel: We can definitely say that the
commodities ETF has had the highest inflows
in terms of assets under management. In terms
of drivers, we can see that investors definitely
want to benefit from the dynamic of the
commodities market; that’s the first obvious
reason. The second is that now investors,
especially institutional investors, use them for
the tactical part of their portfolio. For the
time being, they don’t use ETFs for their
strategic asset allocation, but having them use
these products for their tactical bets is a first
step. In view of this, another driver for the
growth in the commodities markets is the
turmoil in North Africa and the Middle East.
People want to benefit from this dynamic
and so get exposure to these markets in a
tactical way.

If we analyse our inflows in the equities space
we see two ETFs posting strong inflows; the
Cac 40 and the real estate Epra ETF because
people want to diversify their investments.

Lorenzini: I collected some figures for the first
four months of the year and they show that a

‘Over the past three
years we’ve seen the
growth of providers
who, although they
are bringing largely
the same products

to the market, they’re
not cannibalising
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large part of the €11bn of net new assets went
into equity ETFs. Interestingly, almost €5bn of
those flows went into single-country ETFs,
especially Germany. According to our analysis,
investors are starting to be cautious about
where they want to put money in Europe. For
example, they would rather invest in a safe
place like Germany and they are definitely less
interested in pan-European vehicles.

Money going into commodities is another
trend, with €2.5bn in inflows for the first four
months. This represents growth of almost 10%
for the asset class. We also saw money going out
of fixed income products – $1.5bn over the year
to date. Most of the money flowed out of
government bond ETFs.

In terms of firms, the largest collector of
assets was iShares, followed by UBS, then
Source and Amundi.

Aybran: I have a follow-up question for
Fredric. Past performance is usually a main
driver of inflows and outflows into regular
funds, that is, people buy what has done well in
terms of returns. Is it the same when it comes
to ETFs?

Lorenzini: To a certain extent, yes, we see the
same trends. The investor’s psychology is
globally the same for ETFs as for regular open-
end funds.

Aybran: So if they’re trend following, how
come you haven’t seen the largest inflows posted
in corporate bond ETFs?

Lorenzini: Regarding fixed income, the main
driver is that people no longer want to put their

money into govvies [government bonds] and
they’ll take anything that isn’t govvies, for
example. The general feeling is, ‘I prefer to
invest in emerging market bonds ETFs than in
Eurozone govvie ETFs’.

O’Brien: It’s interesting that when you look at
inflows into ETFs over any particular period of
time, there is a very close correlation to the
general economic environment and to the
markets themselves. So in Europe, ETF inflows
can be a useful barometer of investor
sentiment. For example, we saw strong growth
in commodities ETFs in the first quarter and
that correlates closely with the rise in
commodities prices.

Fernandes: The positive data on inflows show
that ETFs are meeting investor demand. The
existing product offering covers a wide range of
asset classes and strategies providing to investors
transparent, flexible and liquid investment
opportunities in different market conditions.

Lorenzini: Yes, but your assessment may lead
us to another discussion regarding the fact that
with the proliferation of ETF products we have
the proliferation of indices, and some of those
indices are being created from nothing and do
not represent any market. So one drawback of
the ETF market [and of it responding to client
demand] is that you can have promoters trying
to push strange products based on strange
indices and we are starting to see more and
more curiosities in the ETF field.

Funds Europe: Some providers have been
making forays into active ETFs, with

‘Regarding fixed income,
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iShares gaining regulatory approval in
the United States and Eaton Vance also
getting the go-ahead from the SEC [US
Securities and Exchange Commodities].
Do you see this taking off or is an active
ETF a contradiction in terms? Will we see
any providers attempt to bring active ETFs
into Europe?

O’Brien: It seems as though we’ve talked about
active ETFs for years; ever since we launched
the first quasi-active ETFs in the US, around
2000/2001. When a provider comes to market
with an active ETF, it is immediately taking
itself out of the sphere of purely providing
exposure to an index and is placing itself in the
realm of providing alpha and performance to
investors. This means that you need a
performance track record, which takes time to
develop. It’s very difficult to develop a
performance track record for an ETF because
in my view an ETF needs to gather a certain
amount of momentum and a certain amount
of liquidity before it can have any appeal to
investors. This is almost a contradiction in
terms and somewhat of a vicious circle – people
are less likely to buy your active ETF because it
has no performance track record; it is difficult
to generate a performance record without scale
and liquidity.

In the US, there are some providers that are

going to be successful and some that are not.
They have adopted numerous models from a
structural point of view.

One of the traditional issues with an active
ETF is finding a manager who doesn’t mind
showing his portfolio to the market. But
there are many ways of shielding that portfolio.
For example, we’re dealing with some clients
who trade intraday. Since they trade very
quickly, the way they trade is not apparent to
the market. We have some ETFs that are multi-
managed so they have several different
managers on the same portfolio and that also
confuses the trading, and the portfolio that is
made public. It’s going to be interesting to see
how that develops. I think it will be a lot easier

in the fixed income space because that is a bit
more managed.

Lorenzini: We see active ETFs as a very
interesting development in the industry for
many different reasons, transparency being one
of them. The first active ETFs in Europe
(which are not hedge fund ETFs) were launched
by Pimco Source early this year. In the fixed
income space, actively-managed ETFs make a
lot of sense because of some issues inherent to
this asset class and to its indices (illiquidity,
bloated balance sheet bias, rating restrictions…)

However, on the equity side, active ETFs
might find it harder to gain traction because of
the daily transparency requirement. The fund
industry in Europe, or at least in France, is
lacking transparency, so anything which pushes
for an increase in transparency is good. These
types of products were launched in the US in
2008, but over the last few years inflows have
been very small. We’ve tried to understand why
people are not interested in this type of product
because it brings transparency and active
management together, which are just two
reasons to be interested.

As you said, Tony, when providers launch
these products they have no track record but
there are also many so-called active firms that
launch funds with no track record at first. So
there is no real reason why investors shouldn’t

‘Lower portfolio
turnover drives better
spreads and market
depth, thus improved
executing conditions

for investment’
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be interested in this type of approach, although
there is still a lot of education to be carried out.

Fernandes: While the first ETF was
launched in 1993, asset gathering on US
ETFs prospered only in years 2003/2004.

Funds Europe: So will it be ten years before
we see active ETFs take off in Europe?

Fernandes: You have to consider that the pace
of change is also growing, but you cannot forget
that it did take ten years before ETFs started
doing well.

Panel: There is definitely a contradiction
between ETFs and active management. I don’t
believe that there is strong potential for active
ETFs, especially in Europe. This is because,
when you want active management it means
that you want to have longer exposure, so it
would be more of a buy-and-hold strategy.
That is where the contradiction begins because
one of the main reasons of investing through

an ETF is to get immediate exposure, with a
real-time quotation. You don’t need this for
active management.

We have to bear in mind that an ETF is
transparent and liquid and, therefore, you need
to have very tight spreads. How can we have
tight spread with an active ETF? I’m not sure
that we will find good market makers in Europe
to lead to very tight spreads on an active ETF.
I’m not sure that active ETFs will be successful
in general, not only in Europe.

Fernandes: According to recent reports,
investors seem increasingly interested in
products that offer both exposure to active
strategies and ETFs, like intraday liquidity.

Aybran: And doing it in an anonymous way
would have been beneficial as well. This
anonymity I would say is the only upside. I can’t
see any reason to have an active ETF except for
the desire to be hidden. I’m not sure it’s a good
reason but it’s a reason. Otherwise, I don’t see
the point, really.

Honestly, the liquidity [in traditional index
funds] is usually daily and traditional mutual
funds were just perfect for us. As investors, we
don’t really trade intraday, that’s not part of my
job, so daily trading is perfect.

Second, I would hate for the liquidity of the
wrapper to clash with the investment strategy
of the fund manager. If you have some kind
of active management, you have to have
longer than a one-day time horizon for
managing your fund, so intraday liquidity kind
of clashes with the fund manager interest
and the performance interest at the end of
the day. I could understand why investment
banks would like to get into the playing field of
active management through ETFs, whereas a
traditional asset manager, I don’t know why he
would do that.

Fernandes: But why do you think that intraday
liquidity will affect the performance of the
active managers?

Aybran: It will affect it to some extent because
if you want to run an active fund, you have to
have a time horizon, one that is hopefully
longer than one single day.

Fernandes: But the creations and redemptions
should continue to occur in the same way as if
the funds were not listed.

Aybran: Therefore, isn’t the problem switched
to the market maker then? How will the
market maker quote a price on a portfolio that
changes intraday?

Fernandes: Maybe we can go back to
the mechanics of an ETF. This ETF is
an open-end fund with a transparent
portfolio that can be hedged on a
continuous basis. As long as the portfolio of
the fund is transparent and can be hedged
intraday, the conditions should be met for
intraday liquidity.

‘Diversification is the
best way to build a

market proof portfolio
and be sure it performs
even if there is strong

volatility in the market’
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Aybran: But the portfolio can change intraday.

Lorenzini: It can and from time to time it
will, but it won’t change every day. It is
managed on a regular basis so once the
manager has a conviction, he will have that for
weeks or months and is not going to make big
changes daily.

Fernandes: The portfolio turnover, which
depends on the active manager strategy, has an
impact on the liquidity. Lower portfolio

turnover drives better spreads and market
depth, thus improved executing conditions
for investment.

O’Brien: In our experience, the portfolio is not
transparent and that’s one of the main issues.
Investment managers go to some lengths to
make sure that their trading strategy is not
shown to the market, even to the extent that
they may issue a portfolio composition file to
the market which doesn’t equal the portfolio.

The other issue is around liquidity. For
example, you have some ETFs based on
hedge fund strategies. These hedge funds are set
up to generate higher returns and often
deliberately lack liquidity. So when you have an
ETF based on that strategy you have to
address the liquidity issue. If you’ve got money
coming into the fund that ultimately originates
in the secondary market and you’ve
got a market maker wanting to come into the
fund, you need to have some form of liquidity
buffer in order to protect your strategy.
Otherwise you won’t get returns and then
there’s no point in having the product in the
first place. You would also need a buffer
in case a market maker comes to the fund
to redeem. The buffer would act as a
protection because you can’t easily liquidate
your assets in order to meet those redemption
requirements without sacrificing a significant
portion of your performance.

There are issues [with active ETFs], although
I wouldn’t say that they’re unsolvable, there are
many ways around them.

Panel: It’s quite important to differentiate
between the active ETF and the ETF based on
an efficient [or enhanced] index. With an
efficient index, we keep the general philosophy
of an index, but it’s a different way of exposure.
We maintain the general philosophy to have
exposure to one asset class, but we introduce
different inputs.

Lorenzini: Another argument in favour
of active ETFs is that in the fixed income
arena, active managers are not always
very active and in many cases they tend
to be index followers. What I appreciate
with active ETFs is that they address
the problem of fixed income indices. They
could be a way for fund managers to
assume that they have to invest away from
the index, especially when it comes to
fixed income indices. So this is one more
reason why we should support this kind

‘Volatility ETFs can
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of initiative, it won’t happen immediately, but
over time it will change the habits of investors
and managers.

Funds Europe: Can investors use ETFs
to manage volatility? If so, what products
would they need to do this?

Lorenzini: Using products based on the Vix
[the volatility index] is not such an easy thing to
do, because as with futures in the commodities
world, you have to manage the roll costs.
This means that if you have a long-term
investment horizon and have no volatility
over that period, it costs you money because
of the carry costs. It’s like the ‘contango effect’
on the commodity futures market. So the
concept is good and the idea of benefiting from
volatility is pleasant but putting it into effect is
not so easy. One example is the Lyxor fund
launched recently [Lyxor ETF S&P 500 Vix
Futures Enhanced Roll]. Again, the product
seems pleasant but time will tell if it works
because there is an element of active
management in it.

Funds Europe: Because the exposure moves

between long and short-dated futures
according to the volatility?

Lorenzini: Exactly, it’s a mixture between
short and long-term contracts on the Vix.
According to their expectation of volatitlity,
they will move the cursor to be more long
or more short. So it’s an ETF because it’s
transparent but at the same time it is active. So
it seems to be a good mixture. But now the
question is, as the product is new, whether it will
work or not.

Panel: We launched mutual funds on volatility
with active management around the position
on the curve. We don’t think that the
ETF format is well adapted for this specific
market. The volatility within the volatility
market is very high. To manage volatility
through ETFs I think investors are increasing
their diversification.

This is now being carried out much more on
the portfolio construction level. I’m convinced
that diversification is the best way to build a
market proof portfolio and be sure it performs
even if there is strong volatility in the market.

Fernandes: Volatility is a risk, but it’s also
an opportunity. You have several exchange-
traded products that offer an easy, transparent
and liquid exposure to volatility and
therefore additional investment opportunities
for investors.

Aybran: Volatility ETFs can be attractive but
they’re so tricky. It’s easy to be on the wrong
side of the bet and to pick the wrong
maturity. It’s very technical so although these
products can be useful, they have to be used
very carefully.

‘We’ve seen socially
responsible ETFs
come and go; they

don’t seem to gain the
traction that they need

to be enduring’
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Funds Europe: What has been the market’s
response to socially responsible investments
(SRI) ETFs? Are we likely to see any other
similar “niche” developments?

Lorenzini: It’s a fact that we are seeing more
exotic products and those products could lead
to investors having bad experience with ETFs
and conclude that these vehicles are not a good
way to invest. We don’t think this will
happen because investors will learn how to use
those products.

For example, in France we had an ETF on
Egypt [a BNP Paribas ETF which was closed in
December 2010]. Although we have great
respect for Egypt, an ETF on the country is
not the best way to invest your money.
Even forgetting the political events, I don’t think
it’s a good idea to put much money into the
Cairo index.

We have also seen strange things, like
indices coming out of nowhere…
So investors could potentially be misled. They
feel a product is robust because it’s an ETF
and find comfort in the fact that its tracking
an index. But in reality, the index is just a
ghost; the index doesn’t exist. We have seen this
happen in the US with some sub-index trackers.
One example of this is the HealthShare Cancer
ETF. This was tracking an index investing in
small biotechnology companies specialising in
oncology. In reality, there is no market for this
type of product and the product disappeared
after less than one year.

O’Brien: I wonder whether there is a
strong enough definition around some of
these exotic indices, like socially responsible
indices. Do investors truly understand what a
socially responsible index is? Also, how are
these indices built? Is there a methodology or is
it arbitrary? We’ve seen SRI ETFs come and
go; they don’t seem to gain the traction that
they need to be enduring. Interestingly,
iShares just launched an SRI ETF so, clearly,
there’s some sort of perceived demand out
there. We are also seeing interest in Sharia-
compliant ETFs. These may provide a more
substantial foundation for a type of socially
responsible ETF.

Lorenzini: There are around 20 of what
Morningstar classified as “socially conscious
ETFs” in Europe. Most are environmentally
focused (alternative energy, water, carbon
efficient). One has a religious theme: the db
x-trackers Stoxx EuroChristian ETF.

Fernandes: Product launch and closure is part
of the product innovation process, which leads
to further use of ETFs by investors.

Panel: That’s the reason the industry realises
that we need to liquidate these kinds of ETFs,
those that are not gaining traction. If you take

the example of Egypt, we closed the ETF there
because we didn’t have the assets. Even before
the political events broke out, it was not a
successful product.

Funds Europe: Does the trend for pension
funds hiring in-house experts bode well for

the potential take-up of ETFs in Europe
among this client base? Also, does it matter
that the take-up of ETFs among pension
funds is still in its infancy in Europe?

O’Brien: Yes, it does matter that pension fund
use of ETFs is still in its infancy, although I do
think it’s growing. A cursory glance at some of
the activity we’re seeing shows that more
pension funds are showing an interest in ETFs.
I can say this with some conviction from our
interaction with the consultant community.
Being a service provider for ETFs, we mainly
deal with the market makers in Europe, that is,
the wholesalers of ETFs. Although this usually
puts us a step away from the end users, we’re
finding that the end users are starting to come
directly to us for education and to understand
how the ETFs work.

Pension funds are a class of investors
that have a fiduciary responsibility to meet
their liabilities and their obligations and,
therefore, will typically make great efforts
to understand the investment objectives of
any product they invest in. I’m receiving
more calls from pension funds and pension
fund consultants, not as direct business
for us but just to provide that educational
support to help them understand the
products. That fact alone tells me that
there’s more interest out there than has
been expressed financially. So this is

‘Yes, it does matter that
pension fund use of
ETFs is still in its

infancy, although I do
think it’s growing
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possibly a leading indicator of what’s
coming down the road.

Panel: Client education will definitely be one
of the key drivers of the success of ETFs. The
more the clients know the products, the more
comfortable they will be using them. And, of
course, ETFs are not as simple as one may
think. You need to know how the ETF is built,
for example, whether its synthetic or physically
backed. You also need to know the hidden
revenues of an ETF. So, for example, you have
to take into account the securities lending.

Funds Europe: What future developments do
you see in the ETF market?

O’Brien: We think the RDR [retail
distribution review] is going to have a huge
impact in the UK. After all, in the US, ETFs
really took off when they started to get some
measure of penetration into the retail market.

I’ve often asked consultants and ETF
providers how we can achieve that level of
success across the retail space in Europe?
What’s stopping us from getting there? The
answer is that it is in some ways infrastructural
as there’s no real way to reach out to a
distributor or an IFA community with a

cohesive and compelling product in an ETF
that pays them and that allows them to reach
out to a retail investor base.

There is also no way to hook all those
distributors together. It’s going to be incumbent
on service providers like ourselves to help
provide that infrastructure. Europe needs some
infrastructural changes on the regulatory side
of things. In the UK, the RDR is going to help

tremendously and may drive ETFs down to a
retail market. We’re already seeing product
providers in the UK and Europe teaming up
with more retail focused organisations,
distributors and publications to help put the
message out.

Lorenzini: One trend we expect to see is more
transparency. The advent of swap-based ETFs
pushed for increased transparency. People were
scared because physical replication was easy to
understand while swap-based structures are
more complex. The trend for more
transparency is very positive. Some promoters
play the game, you go to their website and have
access to a lot of information, such as the
composition of collateral baskets and swap
counterparty exposure. Others are not yet so
transparent, but soon they will all have to be at
the same level or standard.

Another trend we expect to see is more
ETFs tracking small slices of indices. For
example, ETFs on the European transportation
sector or maybe the emerging market
transportation sector. We also anticipate more
ETF products to be launched in the fixed
income area because there is much more to do
there. Fixed income remains one of the few
asset classes ETFs have not yet sliced and diced
into the tiniest sub-sectors, but this will not
remain the case for long. We expect credit-
focused ETF launches in 2011, covering the
euro, sterling, and dollar bond markets. We also
expect more emerging market funds to come
out as providers chase the hottest investment
story around, so expect launches of local
currency EM bond funds, more single-country
equity products, and perhaps even sector-
specific or single-country small cap ETFs.

Panel: Regarding regulation, I think more
people will make a distinction between ETFs
and ETCs [exchange-traded commodities].
ETFs under the Ucits format have to respect
that framework, and that offers investors a
certain amount of protection. This is not the
case for ETCs, therefore I think regulators and
the industry in general will make a more clear
distinction between ETFs and ETCs.

Aybran: The legal framework has to change
over the next few years so there is more
clarification between ETFs and non-ETFs on
the producer side. The blurred line between
these products makes everyone uncomfortable
– from investors to regulators – and it has to
be clarified. fe

‘The RDR [retail
distribution review] is
going to have a huge

impact in the UK. After
all, in the US, ETFs

really took off when they
started to get some

measure of penetration
into the retail market’
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